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20.0 AMPERE-HOUR SEALED NICKEL-CADMIUM CELLS
MANUFACTURED FOR
NASA'S STANDARD CELL PROGRAM
Ref: (a) NASA Goddard Space Flight Center Purchase Order S•57075AG
(b) GSFC Test Procedure for Qualification Testing of the Standard
20 ah Nickel-Cadmium Cell, TP 711.2-77-03
I.	 TEST ASSIGNMENT BRIEF
1. The purpose of this qualification evaluation *est program is to
provide information on the electrical performance characteristics of each
manufacturer's version of the Standard 20 AH cell when subjected to the
following tests:	 (a) initial evaluation; (b) low earth orbit cycling;
(c) synchronous orbit cycling; (d) vibration; and (e) general performance
tests.
B. The cells were purchased by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, Goddard ')'pace Flight Center (GSFC) and provided to
NAVWPNSUPPCEN Crane for evaluation. The cells were purchased from four
manufacturers in accordance with their Manufacturing Control Documents
(MCDs) produced to meet the intent of the GSFC Specification 74-15000
with amendments: Eagle-Picher Industries (RSN 20-3), General Electric
Company (232A2222AA-84), SAFT America Inc. (MCD NAS-0300), and Yardney
Electric Division (MCD 21406). Testing was funded and performed in
accordance with references (a) and (b).
C. Testing began 4 May 1977 and ended 29 April 1983. A total of
122 cells were evaluated which included 16 low earth orbit cycle packs
and four synchronous orbit cycle packs.
(ty
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H. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
A. General statements, which would apply to all nickel-cadmium cells,
are very difficult to make as each manufacturer's cells have their own
characteristics which may vary depending on the operating parameters. There-
fore, it is always advisable that each "lot" of cells be subjected to a test
program to determine their characteristics.
B. Specific
1. Initial Evaluation Tests
a. Each manufacturer's group of cells, on the average, indicated
an increase in piate stack thickness following test.
b. No limits or requirements were exceeded by any of the cells
manufactured by GE.
c. Limits/requirements exceeded during the charge portion of































Charge, c/10 for 24 hrs @ 20°C
Charge c/10 for 24 hrs @ 20°C
(Second charge at this
temperature)
Charge, c/10 for 60 hrs @ 0°C
Charge, c/10 for 24 hrs 0 35°C
d. One Yardney cell delivered less (47%) than the requicement
of 55% of the input capacity during the 20°C charge efficiency test.
e. Two Yardney cel'.s did not deliver the required capacity
following the 1 week stand period d,,lring the charge retention test, and
three cells did not meet the open circuit voltage requirement.
f. Two Yardney cells ha( voltages, less than .9 volts, which
did not meet the 24-hour open circuit voltage requirement of 1.15 volts
following a short period of 16 hours during the internal short test.
g. During the oressure versus capacity tests, only the Eagle-





2. Low Earth Orbit Cycle Tests
a. EP -- Two p acks (40% DOD at 10°C and 25 DOD at ?O°C)
completed 24 months of life cyc.ing without a cell failure before being
discontinued. The other 40% DOD packs at 20' and 30°C both faileu prior
to complcLing 12 months of cycling, due to low EOD voltages at 20'C and
high pre^:u re tt 30°C. An attempt to increase the EOD voltages of that
pack et 20°(1, by increasing its voltage limit, resulted in high pressure;
and in,,ersely to lower the pressure in the other pack at 30°C, by decreasing
its voltage limit, resulted in low EOD voltages.
b. GE (Standard Cell) -- The 25% DOD pack at 20'C completed
65.1 months of test without a cell failure before bein g discontinued. Two
40% DOD packs at 10 0 and 30 0 L had low EOD voltage cell failures at 43 and
16 months of cycle life, respectively. The other 401% DOD pack at 20%
experienced thermal runaway while voltage limiting following its 24-month
capacity check, when one cell's voltage went below 1.35 volts. The pack
was reconditioned and placed back on test and thermal runaway again occurred
after 24.2 months of cycling following the pack's 24-month capacity check.
c. SAFT -- All the packs, except the one at 30'C, completed
24 months of test without a cell failure before being discontinued. All
the cells of the 40% DOD pack at 30'C failed, in which the first failure
occurred after 18 months of test.
d. YD -- Two packs (40% DOD at 10°C and 25% DOD at 20°C)
completed 49 months of test without a cell failure before being discontinued.
The 40% DOD pack at 20	 completed 44 months of test before it had a low EOD
voltage cell failure. The 40% DOD pack completed 22 months of test before its
first cell failure, in which a cell shorted.
3. Synchronous Orbit Cycle Tests
a. EP -- This pack (229C) completed 9.5 shadow periods without
a cell failure before being discontinued in the middle of shadow 10. The
cells exhibited slight voltage degradation throughout these periods, both
to the 1.00 and .75 voltage levels during the capacity checks. The cells
were unbalanced at the end-of-charge during the first 6 shadows; there was
a 11 my difference between the high and low cells at mid-shadow during
shadow 6. During shadows 7 to 10, the cells were only unbalanced during
the first 3 to 12 days at the beginning of each shadow. The mid-shadow
input ranged from 39.1 ah (shadow 2), with a peak pack te ,,iperature of
27°C, to 24.4 ah (shadow 10), with the pack temperature not exceeding 20.3°C.
b. GE (Standard Cell) -- This pack (^29A) completed 12.5 shadow
periods without a cell failure before it was discontinued in the middle of
shadow 13. The cells showed a vo l tage degradation to the 1.00 and .75 voltage
levels with a decrease in capacity of approximately 11 and 8 percent, respec-
tively. The cell voltages were balanced at the end-of-charge with a 5 my
difference between the high and low cells before it was discontinued. The
mid-shadow input was normally 25 to 28 ah.
i i i
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c. SAFT -- This F ', (229B) completed 9.5 shadow periods without
a cell failure before it was dis_ -tinued. The cells showed a capacity loss
of approximately 10 percent to i.v0 volts over their cycle life; but no loss
to .75 volts. The end-o f-charge cell voltages were balanced with a 2 to 4 my
difference between the high and low cells, except for at the start of shadows 2
and 4 through 10 for about 6 days. This unbalance corresponds to the unbalance
in the voltages at the end of the st,n periods p rior to these shadows. The mid-
shadow input increased from 20.6 (sl iow 1) to 30.8 ah (shadow 5) and then
steadily declined to 23.2 ah prior tr. being discontinued (shadow 10).
d. YD -- This pack has c^ lmpleted 9.5 shadow periods with one
cell failure. Cell 5, which received a capacity check each shadow, shorted
fo l lowing its capacity check (24.8 ah) during shadow 4. Cell 5's voltage
degradation from shadows 1 to 4 had resulted in a 19.4 percent decrease
in capacity available to 1.10 volts and a 4.5 percent decrease to 1.00 volts.
The other cells showed only a slight capacity loss to 1.00 or .75 volts when
capacity checked du;-ing the shadow periods. The cells were unbalanced at
the end-of-charge in which minimum unbalance (3 to 5 mv) occurred the first
5 days of shadow 1 and the first half of shadow 5. Maximum unbalance (12 to
16 mv) occurred during the first 4 shadows with cell 5 having the lowest
voltage and cell 4 the highest. After cell 5 shorted, cell 1 became the low
cell while cell 4 remained the high. Prior to being discontinued, there was
a 5 my
 difference between the high and low cells at mid-shadow. T he mid-
shadow pressure (cell 2) increased from 7 psia (shadow 1) to 17 psia (shadow
10). The mid-shadow input ranged from 33.8 ah (shadow 5), with the peak
pack temperature being 25.4°C, to 23.3 ah (shadow 10), with the pack tempera-
ture not exceeding 20.3°C.
4. General Performance Tests
Effect of Charge Rate on Cell Performance
(1) Overall, the C/2 charge rate was founa to be the most
efficient at the various temperatures (40 0 , 20 U , 0 0 , and -200C).
(2) General observations indicated that: (1) a charge rate
of less than C/5 at 40°C is very inefficient; (2) a charge rate of C/40 is
74% efficient at 20°C while a C/1 rate would produce h 4 gh cell voltages with-
out using a voyage limit type charge control; (3) a C/10 charge is most
efficient at 0°C, but would only be meaningful for use on a synchronous type
orbit due to the length of recharge time that would be needed; and (4) opera-
tion at -20°C is not recommended using any charge rate due to inefficiency
at the low rate (C/40) and high cell voltages at the other rates. The pres-
sure in the EP cells went above 300 psia at the C/1 rate.
(3) Due to the results obtained during these tests, it was
decided to use a charge rate of C/2 for all cells during those tests to
determine the effects of variable discharge rates. Also, these cells would





b. Effect of Discharge Rate on Cell Performance
(1) Maximum percent capacity was obtained, at all three test
temperatures, when discharging at the C/20 rate except at 40°C when the C/10
rate resulted in iaximum capacity for the EP and GE cells.
(2) General observations show that minimum capacity is
obtained at the higher discharge rates of C/1 and 2C, while maximum capaci-
ties are obtained at discharge rates of C/20 and C/10. It was noted that
these capacities, delivered at the 2C rate, did increase as the test temp-
erature decreased from 40°C to 0°C except for the YD cells, which exhibited
a significant capacity loss of 16°,^.
c. Overcharge Characteristics
(1) The lower the test temperature, the higher were the
stabilized cell voltages for each overcharge rate. The GE cells did not
show any cell case deformities during these tests, while the EP and YD
cell cases were bulged following test at each temperature. The SAFT cell
cases oily exh i bited slight bulging following the 40°C overcharge test.
No attempt to expound on the variation between the types of manufacturer's
cells will be made due to the variance in the test temperatures and charge
rates. Section VIII does contain these results.
6. Vibration Tests
a. Sinusoidal Vibration
(1) There was no damage observed during the 5-35 Hz
(112" dia.) and 35-350 Hz (30 g) runs. Physical damage was observed on
all the cells following sinusoidal vibration at 35-2000 (60 g) in the
Z axis. It was observed that the narrow sides of the cell cases had
become convex. Also, the cell header on the Yardney ctll, S/N 18,
became concave.
(2) Radiog raphs of the Yardney cell, S/N 18, showed that
the tilting of its negative comb was more than it was prior to testing.
b. Random Vibration -- No evidence of damage or malfunction
of the cells was noted during this test.
c. Physical Analysis -- One cell of each manufacturer's type
was opened to inspect for effects of vibration. The following was observed:
Eagle-Picher, cell S/N 17 -- tabs at comb area were slightly crunched
together indicating minor plate stack
movement.




SAFT America, cell S/N 703 -- no damage.
Yardney, cell S/N 18 -- auxiliary electrode connection to header was
not connected and looked like a result of Dad
welding during construction. Two positive
plates had grids visible at bottom corners,












AH:	 Test Ampere-Hour Rating




C:	 refers to the manufacturer's rated capacity, 20 AH




EP:	 Eagle-Picher Industries, Joplin, Missouri
GE:	 General Electric Company, Gainesville, Florida
GSFC:	 Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland





NASA:	 National Aeronautics Space Administration
SAFT:	 SAFT America, Inc., Valdosta, Georgia
SYNC:	 Synchronous Orbit
TEMP:	 Ambient Test Temperature
v/c:	 Volts per cell
VL:	 Voltage Limit













20.0 AMPERE-HOUR SEALED NICKEL-CADMIUM CELLS
MANUFACTURED FOR
NASA'S STANDARD CELL PROGRAM
I.	 INTRODUCTION
A. This report contains the qualification evaluation results of the
following tests:
	
(a) initial evaluation; (b) low earth orbit cycle;
(c) synchronous orbit cycle; (d) vibration; and, (e) the general perform-
ance tests conducted on those cells supplied by four manufacturers for
NASA's Standard Ce l l Program.
B. Testing began 4 May 1977 and ended 29 April 1983. A total of
122 cells were evaluated which included 16 .)w earth orbit cycle packs
and four synchronous cycle orbit packs.
II.	 TEST COP'DITIONS
A. The conditions to which the cells were subjected are summarized
as `ollows:
1. Initial Evaluation Tests - These tests were conducted on a
total of 116 cells and consisted of:
	 (1) general inspection, weighing,
and leak checks; (2) three capacity checks; (3) charge retention test;
(4) internal short test; (5) charge efficiency test; (6) ove-charge test,
0°C and 35°C; (7) internal resistance test; and (8) pressure versus cap-
acit y test.
2. Low Earth Orbit fests - Evaluation of one 4-cell pack, of each
manufacturer's type cells, at each of the followin conditions:
	 (1) 25 DOD,
20°C: (2) 40" DOD, 10°C: (3) 40% DOD, 20°C; and (4^ 40% DOD, 30°C. The orbit
cycle was 1.48 hours (.48 hour discharge). Capacity tests, when performed,
were at 6-month cycle life intervals.
3. Synchronous Orbit Cycle Tests - Evaluation of one 5-cell pack,
of each manufacturer's type cells, at a depth-of-discharge of 60 percent
with a test temperature of 20°C. The test had a 182-day cycle consisting
of 140 days of trickle charge and 42 days of discharge-charge (shadow).
The discharge time was 12 minuces the first day, increasing 3 to 4 minutes
each succeeding day, reaching its maximum of 72 minutes on the 20th day
which is maintained each day through the 23rd day. Beginning with the
24th day, the discharge time is dec reased 3 to 4 oninuL2s per day until
it has returned to the 12-minute minimum on the 42nd day. Capacity
tests, when performed, were run on the 21st day of the shadow period.
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4. General Performance rests - Three cells of each manufacturer's
type cells were evaluated. The test consisted of:
	 (1) charge at varying
rates from C/40 to 2C at temperatures of 40`, 20°, 0°, and -20°C with
discharge rate constant at C/2; (2) charge at a C/2 constant rate at
temperatures of 40 0 , 20°, and 0°C with the discharge rate varying from
C/40 to 2C; and (3) overcharge tests at 40°, 20°, and 0°C.
5. Vibration Tests - Two cells of each manufacturer's type cells
were subjected to various sinusoidal and vibration levels as may be exper-
ienced by a flight battfry in a spacecraft.
III. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
A. Cells
1. The nickel-cadmium cells tested were of one basic type. They
are rectangular,
 with stainless steel containers and covers, both terminals
are insulated from the cover by a ceramic seal and protrude through the
header as solder-type terminals. Where auxiliary electrodes were present,
the terminal is a Rainless steel tab welded to thr cell header. The
separator material is normally nylon (pellon 2505). Detailed cell deszrip-
tions of each manufacturer's cells, are contained in Section V, Initial
Evaluation Test Results.
B. Test Control Methods
1. Discharges - Were at constant current.
2. Charges - Were at constant current except for the low earth
and synchronous orbit cycle tests, which used a voltage limit type charge
control in which the packs are charged at a constant current to an average
voltage per cell, then the current tapers while still maintaining the pack
at the voltage limit.
EXPLANATION OF DATA PRESENTED
A. The test results are shown graphically in Figures 1 through 193.
The graphs pertaining to each synchronous (Sync) pack immediately follow
the discussion of that pack and those pertaining to the low earth orbit
packs follow the discussion of that manufacturer's group of packs. Because
of the large volume of data, c,ata listings from which the graphs were plotted
are not included in this report, but are ava i lable upon request.
1. The first graphs for each pack show the precycling and post-
cycling capacity checks. Precycling and postcycling capacity checks were
performed at the ambient test temperature, following the same type charge








2. The other graphs show the performance of the synchronous packs
through each shadow season, and the life cycling performance of the low
earth orbit packs
NOTE: (a) In all the computer printouts, if two characters share the same
location on the page, only one will be printed.
(b) A change in plotting techniques and capabilities, which essen-
tially can now provide an "on-line" graphic representation of a pack's
perfo nnance, is now available and was used to generate all the graphs
except those which had been previously used in other reports.
(c) The packs were controlled and monitored by a computerized data
acquisition system. The system "looked at" each pack every 2.4 minutes
and data was recorded at this time or at various 2.4 minute intervals
depending on the test requirements.
3. Capacity check data listed under the cell designations may
either be voltages or ampere-hours out, for that cell, at the end of
discharge. When a value is listed in the ampere-hours (ah) oot column,
for that capacity check, the values for the cells are end of discharge
voltages. When nothing is listed under the ah out column, then the cell
values are actual ampere-hours out for that x::11 at the end of discharge.
Ampere-hours to the 1.00/.75 volt levels are given for the synchronous
and low earth orbit capacity checks except for precycling.
4. The start-of-float data presented on the synchronous packs
are those values obtaine,, 24 hours following the end of the shadow period.
5. The discussion of each pack will only pertain to significant
changes or trends observed, cell failures and test parameter changes. No
attempt will be made to expound on each graph since, in most cases, they
are self-explanatory. The te , m "mid-shadow" refers to synchronous orbit
packs that are in the middle of their shadow period (d,4y 20), which is the
first day when the pack is at maximum percent depth-of-discharge followed
by a 22.8-hour charge period.
6. Analysis comments on cells which failed or % re discontinued
during all tests except vibration are not available as all the cells were








Initial Evaluation Test Results
A. Test Assignment
1. The purpose of this initial evaluation test program is to insure
that all cells put into the Standard life cycle program are of high quality.
This is accoi•iplished by the screening of cells found to have electrolyte
leakage, internal shorts, low capacity, or inability of any cell to recover
its open-circuit voltage above 1.150 volts during the internal short test.
2. The 116 cells were purchased by the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) and provided to
NAVWPNSUPPCEN Crane for evaluation on life test. The cells were purchased
from four manufacturers in accordance with their Manufacturing Control
Documents (MCDs) produced to meet the intent of the GSFC Specification
74-15000 with amendments: Eagle-Picher Industries (RSN 20-s), General
Electric Company (232A2222AA-84), SAFT America Inc. (MCD NAS-0300), and
Yardney Electric Division (MCD 21406). 	 (See Table I for detailed cell
description).
3. Test limits specified those values at which a cell was to be
terrinated from a particular charge or discharge. Requirements are refer-
enced to as normally expected values based on past performance of aerospace
nickel-cadmium cells with demonstrated life characteristics. A requirement
does not constitute a limit for discontinuance from test.
4. Results of these tests were previously reported in NA"WPNSUPPCEN
Crane Peport WQEC/C 79-144.
Q. Test Conditions and Procedure
1. All evaluation tests were performed at room ambient (RA)
pressure and temperature (25" + 2° C), with discharges at the 2-hour rate,
unless otherwise specified, and consisted of the following:
(1) Phenolphthalein leak tests (2).
(2) Three capacity tests, third at 20°C, with internal resistance
measurements during second charge/discharge.
(3) Auxiliary electrode characterization test.
(4) Charge retention test, 20°C.
(5) internal short test.
(6) Charge efficiency test, 20°C.








(8) Pressure versus capacity test.
(9) Phenolphthalein leak test.
C.	 Cell Identification
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The cells wera placed in temporary pack configurations for
initial testing in which each cell was individually restrained. The pack
numbers were 526X to 528X(GE), 535X to 537X(SAFT), 539X to 541X(EP), and 544X
to 546X(YD).
2. The standard type 20.0 ampere-hour cell is rectangular with




Manufacturer Weight	 _ Height (in.) Minimum Maximum Maximum Width (in.)
EP	 836.6	 6.934	 .891	 .890	 .894	 2.998
GE	 897.4	 6.879	 .894	 .896	 .901
	 3.095
SAFT	 804.4	 6.641	 .877	 .876	 .884	 2.971
YD	 804.2	 7.074	 .905	 .905	 .907	 3.000
* Minimum measured at edge of can and maximum at center.
3. The cell containers and covers are made of 304L stainless steel.
The positive and negative terminals are insulated from the cell cover by
ceramic seals and protrude through the cover as solder-type terminals.
4. The manufacture of these cells was to conform to the specifications
as outlined in the GSFC Report 74-15000, "Specification for the Manufacturing of
Aero-Space Nickel-Cadmium Storage Cells".
D. Results - The following was condensed from Tables II through IX.
1. Each manufacturer's group of cells, on the average, indicated
an increase in plate stack thickness following test.
2. No limits or requirements were exceeded by any of the cells
manufactured by GE.
3. Limits/requirements exceeded during the ch4-ge portion of








Charge, c/10 for 24 hrs @ 20°C
Exceeded Dumber of Cells
Limits/Requirements EP SAFT	 YD
1.480 volts 3
65 psia 2 2	 1
100 psia 1
1.480 volts 2
65 psia 2 7
100 psia 3
1.520 volts 22 4	 27
1.560 volts for 3
2 hours
65 psia 2 5
Charge, c/10 for 24 hrs @ 20%
(Second charge at this temperature)
Charge, c/20 for 60 hrs @ 0°C






4. One Yardney cell delivered less (480') than the requirement of
55% of the input capacity during the 20°C charge efficiency test.
5. Two Yardney cells did not deliver the required capacity following
the 1 week stand period during the charge retention test, and three cells did
not meet the open circuit voltage requirement.
6. ;',ro Yardney cells, had voltages less than .9 volts, which did
not meet the 24-hour open circuit voltage re q uirement of 1.15 volts
following a short period of 16 hours, during the internal short test.
7. During the pressure vErsus capacity tests, only the Eagle-Picher
cells reached the 1.550 cut-off voltage before reaching the 20 psia cut-off
pressure.
8. The auxiliary electrode characteristic test was performed in
which maximum signal power was obtained with a 10-ohm resistance on the
EP and SAFT cells, a 20-ohm resistance on the YD cells and a 50-ohm resist-
ance on the GE cells. A 47-ohm resistance was used throughout the tests on
all the cells, except those from GE which used a 300-ohm resistance, as
instructed by Goddard Space Flight Center's Technical Officer.
9. Figures 1 through 6 show the average voltage profiles of each
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Vi. Low Earth Orbit Cycle Test Results
A. Test Assignment
1. The purpose of these tests is to provide information on the
?lectrical performance characteristics of each manufacturer's version of
the Standard 20AN cell when subjected to a Low Earth Orbit (LEO) type
test regime.
2. Sixteen cells from each manufacturer were placed into four,
4-cell packs for evaluation at the following conditions:





3. A voltage limit type charge control was used, and these
limits were changed at various times to obtain desired percent recharges
and to increase end-of-discharge voltages.
4. Capacity checks on selected cells were originally scheduled
every 6 months; but these were discontinued as it was felt that these
discharges may be causing an unbalance in the packs' EOC voltages.
5. Results of these tests have been summarized and reported
each year in NASA's "Annual Report of Cycle Life Test", by NAVWPNSUPPCEN





B. EP 20.0 ah, Four 4-Cell Packs:
'.	 Coll identification and type:
Serial Number/Type*
Pack Number	 Cell 1	 Cell 2	 Cell 3
	 Call 4
120	 85/A	 91/A	 80/C	 76/D
12P	 C71A	 9?/A	 Cl/C	 79/D
12Q	 8f:/A	 93/A	 83,/C	 99/13
12R	 39/A	 95/A	 84/C
	 101/13
" - A -- Standard Cell
B - Standard Cell w/pressure transducer
C -- Standard Cell w/Signal electrode
D -- Standard Cell w/pressure transducer and signal
electrode
2. Test Parameters:
Pack Number	 120	 12P	 IPq	 12R
Temperature (°C)	 10	 20	 20	 30
Depth of Discharge ( 71 	 40	 25	 40	 40




	 16.0/16.0 10.0/10.0 16.0/16.0 1E.0/16.0
Initial Vcltage Limit ( ,;/c;	 1.457	 1.414
	 1.434
	 1.430
GSFC VT Level	 6	 5	 6	 7
Aux Electrode Resistor (ohms)
	





3.	 Capacity Checks:	 Ampere-hours out	 to	 1.00/.75 volts	 (ce11 number).
Pack Number 120 12P 12Q 12R
Pre - cycling 23.1(1,3) 22.3(3) 23.1(4) 24.9(1,3)
6 mos. 22.0/23.9(4) 17.0/17.8(4) 11.9/13.2(4)
12 mos. 18.5/21.3(3) 12.2/13.1(3)
20.i/22.6(4) 11.8112.2(4)
18 mos. 18.8/23.1(2 17.8/18.6(2)
16.9/19.4(3 14.4/15.5(3)
16.9/19.8(4) 12.8/14.4(4)




Post-cycling 20.7/21.1(3) 20.C/20.8(3) 15.7/16.5(1)
20.1/20.7(4) 20.4/20.8(4) 15.0/15.7(3)
18.7/79.1(4)
** - Graphs of selected cells are shown in Figures 7
	
to 12
4.	 Performance on Cycling:	 Life- cycles completed /termii	 on mode.***
Pack Number Cell	 1 Cell	 2 Cell	 3 Cell	 4
120 11681/D 11681/D 11681/D 11681/D
12P 11616/D 11616/D 11616/D 11616/D
12Q 4570/LV 4080/LV 4523/LV 4687/!'
12R 676/D 676/D 676/D 626/P
*** - D -- discontinued
P -- pressure
LV -- low EOD voltage
(1) Packs 120 and 12P: (Figures 13 and 14 ) - These packs
completed 24 months of life cycling, without a cell failure, before being
discontinued. Cells 3 and 4 of pack 12P were reversed (cycle 5767) when
overdischarged because of equipment failure.
(2) Pack 12Q: (Figure 15) - The voltage limit was increased
(cycle 3610) to 1.454 v/c due to low EOD voltages and a low percent recharge.
This resulted in high pressure and the voltage limit was returned to 1.434 v/c
(cycle 3616). All the cells in this pack failed; but were allowed to continue





(3) Pack 12R:	 (Fi(jurel6 ) - Had a pressure failure (75 PSIA)
on cycle 150.	 Its voltage limit was reduced from 1.430 v/c to 1.410 v/c.
	 It
then had a low voltage failure on cycle 626, at which time its voltage limit
was reset to 1.430 v/c. The pressure rose to 1(0 PSIA on cycle 630 and con-
tinued to increase to 150 PSIA on cycle 641 when cycling was stopped. The
gas was then allowed to recombine, the pack was placed back on cycling and
then discontinued on cycle 677 when the pressure again reached 75 PSIA.
!4) Voltage limits were changed at various times (see changes
can Figures 13 to 16 ) to obtain desired percent recharges and to increase end-
of-discharge voltages.
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C. GE 20.0 ah (Standard Cell), Four 4-Cell Packs:
1.	 Cell	 identification and type:
Serial Number/Type*
Pack Number Cell	 1 Cell Cell	 3 Cell	 4
12F 006/A 007/B 019/A 054/D
12G 041/A 008/8 043/A 057/D
1'_H 009/A 026/6 032/A 053/D
121 025/A 037/B 049/A 061/D
*	 - A	 -- Standard Cell
B	 -- Standard Cell w/pressure transducer
D -- Standard Cell	 w/pressure transducer anu signal electrode
2.	 Test Parameters:
Pack Number 12F 12G 12H 12I
Temperature (°C) 10 20 20 30
Depth of Discharge (:) 40 25 40 40
Dischg/Charge Orbit	 (hrs)	 .48/1.00	 .48/1.00 .48/1.00 .48/1.00
Dischg/Charge Cirrent	 (amps) 16.0/16.0	 10.0/10.0	 16.0/16.0 16.0/16.0
Initial	 Voltac;e Limit	 (v /c)	 1.477 1.434 1.454 1.430
GSFC VT	 Level 7 6 7 7
Aux Electrode Resistor (ohms)	 300 300 300 300
69
0J 4
OR!:IINAL r,	'	 WQEC/C 83-133
OF PCOR Q - i7-r
3. Capacity Checks**: Ampere-hours oot to 1.00/.15 volts (cell number).
Pack Number 12F 12G 12H 12I
Pre-cycling 24.2(2,3) 24.0(1,3) 23.5(1,3) 23.8(1,3)
6 mos. 15.3/20.5(4) 23.4/24.6(4) 11.2/16.3(4) 10.1/12.0(4)
12 mos. 15.4/17.3(3) 20.1/23.0(3) 13.9/14.6(3) 7.6/6.2(3)
14.8/17.3(4) 19.7/23.3(4) 13.9/15.2(4) 7.6/8.6(4)
18 mos. 9.8/16.9(2) 17.2121.3(2) 8.2/11.8(2) 7.4/7.4(2)
9.8/16.9(3) 18.0/22.2(3) 8.2/10.8(3) 7.4/8.0(3)









30 mos. 10.6/17.0(4) 13.1/17.6(4)
36 mos. 9.1/16.2(3) 10.3/15.6(3)
11.0/17.0(4) 9.9/14.3(4)
42 mos. 9.7/14.8(2) 8.6/15.3(2)
9.1/13.6(3) 11.4/16.6(3)
9.1/13.6(4) 10.2/14.5(4)




65.1	 mos. 10.5/16.8	 1)10.1/16.32)
11.7/18.6(3)
8.9/12.9(4)
Post-c.lcling 20.9/21.3(2) 18.2/18.2(2) 5.5/6.7(2)
20.9/21.3(3) 16.8/17.4(4) 8.5/9.2(3)






4.	 Pcrforrniance on Cycling: Life-cycles completed/terTiination mode.***
Pack Number Cell	 1 Cell	 2 Cell	 3 Cell	 4
12F 25305/0 21059/LV 22021/1.V 23983/LV
12G 31671/D 31671/1) 31671/1) 31671/1)
12H 11793/S 11793/D 11898/1) 11793/D
12I 9266/LV 6124/LV 9012/LV 8933/LV
*** - C -- disconJ cued
S -- shorted
LV -- low EOD voltage
(1) Pac. 12F:	 (Figure 26) - Completed 25,479 cycles; with
three cell failures, before it was discontinued. These failures occurred
on cycles 21,059, 22,021, and 23,983, and were due to severe unbalance in
the pack's EOC voltages. The failed cells were the low voltage cells at
EOC when failure occurred.
(2) Pack 12G:	 (Figure 29) - Completed 65.1 months of life-cycling
without a cell failure, before being discontinued, The pack's voltage limit
was increased to 1.434 v/c (cycle 14774) to increase its EOD voltages and
percent recharge. Cell voltag e s were balanced at EOC until following the
36-month capacity check, when cell 3's voltage began to decline. Cell 3
exhibited the lowest EOC voltage until cycle 31535 when cell 4's voltage
began to decrease. Various cycle endpoints were as follows:
Cycle	 EOD/EOC	 Cell 1	 Cell 2	 Cell 3	 Cell 4	 Recharje %
20426	 EOD	 1.152	 1.152	 1.173	 1.151
20426	 EOC	 1.438	 1.439	 1.418	 1.440	 105.6
20427	 CX - 42 month life - cells 2, 3, and 4
23350	 EOD	 1.153	 1.159	 1.172	 1.150
23350
	
EOC	 1.435	 1.435	 1.431	 1.436	 105.0
23351	 CX - 48 month life - cells 1, 2, 3, and 4
29440	 EOD	 1.142	 1.135	 1.162	 1.122
29440	 EOC	 1.445	 1.444	 1.406	 1.447	 106.0
31671	 EOD	 1.136	 1.132	 '.186	 1.089
31671
	
EOC	 1.450	 1.447	 1.441	 1.397	 111.5





WO EC,	 ' 1?"s
(3) Pack 1211:	 (Figure 30) - This pack, during charge following
its 2-year capacity check (cycle 11,702), experienced the renal runaway while
voltage limiting. The pack's temperature gradually increased causing the
current to increase to maintain the voltage limit, and the charge was ter-
minated when one cell's voltage went below 1.35 volts. The pack was recon d i-
tioned and placed back on cycling. Thermal runaway again occurred (cycl, 11,793),
follmvinel the pack's 24-month capacity check on cycle 11,702, in which cell 1
shorted. Cells 2 and 4 were discontinued at this time arid cell 3 was placed
on cycling until cycle 11,898, when it was discontinued.
(4) Pack 12I: (Fi(jure 31) - All the cells failed (below .75
volt EOU); but were allowed to continue cycling. Cell 4 shorted on cycle
9,031) and the other cells were discontinued on cycle 10,859.
(5) Voltage limits were changed at various times (see changes
on Figures 28 to 31) to obtain desired percent recharges and to increase
end-of-discharge voltages.
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OTRNDFftD C£L L	 Keys
LIFE CYCLING PERFOij 4CE	 • EOC
Peaks 12G	 Manft GE	 20 RN	 o Mid. Discharge
Orbits LEO	 Temrp(C)l 20
	 DOD(%)t 25	 • COD
Diaoharoa(Rnp/Hre)t 10.0/.49	 Charge (finp/4ra)t 10.0/1 08
	 X % Recharge
	
Initial Voltage Limit (V/C)t 1.434
	 GSVC Vt Levels 6
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 •_ 4 4_4_4_ 4 4 4 4 4
1.270
--°	








x	 n x x	 x	 109 C
188 E1.Y10 ^'•	 N




.	 x	 x'.9RR••	 x	 xx x	 x	 x	 ^•	 it	 xx	 xxx	 106 R
xx xx xx it
	 •as! n x	 x xx x	 n 1 	 ••	 x xx	 105 E
	








R	 .•	 •••	 x xx	 ^••• 4 102 G
	
E 1.190	 ^•'••	 101 E








1.400	 J_--1—J-.-L--t	 1-	 L_L^1__L_ 1 t i t t 1 t 1 i^
4	 Ic	 110	 ids	 37	 49	 62	 02	 105
	 124	 146	 197	 252	 917
9	 lS	 21	 0	 42	 55	 71	 96	 116	 133	 165	 222	 204
CYCLES X 100
NOTES
Voltage limit changed from 1.434 to 1.414 v/c Cycle 179
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D. SAFT 20.0 ah, Four 4-Cell Packs:
1.	 Cell identification and type:
Serial Number/Type*
Pack Number	 Cell 1	 Cell 2	 Cell 3	 Cell 4
12J
	
2666/A	 2660/6	 2674/A	 728/D
'2K	 2671/A	 2655/B	 2677/A	 725/D
12L	 2656/A	 2675/B	 2657/A	 729/D
12M	 2663/A	 2700/B	 2681/A	 726/D
*-A--Standard Cell
B--Standard Cell w/pressure transducer









Temperature (^C)	 10	 20	 20	 30
Depth of Discharge (%) 	 40	 25	 40	 40
Dischg/Charge Orbit (hrs)	 .48/1.00	 .48/1.00	 .48/1.00	 .48/1.00
Dis(.hg/Charge Current (amps) 16.0/16 0 10.0/10.0 16.0/16.0 16.0/16.0
Initial Voltage Limit (v/c)	 1.457	 1.414	 1.434	 1.430
GSFC VT Level	 E	 5	 6	 7
Aux Electrode Resistor (ohms)	 47	 47	 47	 47
3. Capacity Checks**: Ampere-hours out to 1.00/.75 volt (cell number).
Pack Number	 12J	 12K	 12L	 12M
Pre-cycling	 23.3(1,2)	 22.9(1)	 22.7(all)	 22.9(all)
6 Months	 16.8/23.2(4)	 20.9/22.5(4)	 9.1/16.4(4)	 7.7/9.7(4)
12 Months	 12 9/23.1(3)	 13.6/16.4(3)	 9.6/12.8(3)	 8.0/10.1(3)
	
13.4/23.1(4)	 13.6/16.4(4)	 10.2/15.3(4)	 8.0/9.3(4)
,8 Months
	
8.7/17.6(2)	 6.5/10.1(2)	 8.7/14.3(2)	 5.1/5.8(2)
	
12.5/20.5(3)	 8.1/11.8(3)	 8.7/13.8(3)	 7.7/9.0(3)
	





Pack Number 12J 12K 12L 12M
24 Months 9.0/19.5(1) 8.0/11.6(1) 8.7/13.9(1
9.0/16.6(2) 8.4/11.6(2) 8.7/15.2(2
14.1/21.0(4) 9.2/11.9^4^ 10.0/14.9 4
Post-cycling
20.9/211.9^4^ 19.3/19.74; 19.9/20.4^4^
**--Graphs r;f selected cells are shown in Figures 32	 to 39.
4. Performance on Cycling:	 Life-cycles completed/termination mode.***
Pack Number	 Cell	 1 Cell	 2 Cell	 3 Cell	 1,
12J 116S-,,D 11693/D 11693/D 11693/D
12K 11735/D 11735/D 11735/D 11735/D
12L 11694/D 11694/D 11694/D 11694/D




(1) Packs 12J, 12K, and 12L: (Figures 40 to 42 ) - These packs
completed 24 months of life cycling, without a cell failure, before being
discontinued.
(2) Pack 12M: (Figure 43 ) - All four cells failed in which cells
1, 3, and 4 shorted and cell 2 failed because of low EOD voltage (cycle 7114).
Cell 2 was allowed to continue cycling and it was discontinued on cycle 9058
when cell 4 shorted.
(3) Voltage limits were changed at various times (see changes on
Figures 40 to 43) to obtain desired percent recharge and to increase end-of-
discharge voltages.
5. Gas analysis results of one cell each from packs 12J, 12K, and
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E. YD 20.0 ah, Four 4-Cell Packs:
1. Cell identification and type:
Serial Number/Type*
Pack Number	 Cell 1	 Cell 2	 Cell 3	 Cell 4
12S
	
14/A	 46/A	 44/B	 76/A
12T	 24/A	 51/A	 52/D	 701A




	 61/A	 22/D	 35/A
*-A--Standard Cell
B--Standard Cell w/pressure transducer
D--Standard Cell w/pressure transducer and signal electrode
2. Test Parameters:
Pack Number	 12S	 12T	 12U	 12V
Temperature (°C) 	 10	 20	 20	 30
Depth of Discharge ( q )	 40	 25	 40	 40
Dischg/Charge Orbit (hrs)	 .48/1.00	 .48/1.00	 .48/1.00	 .48/1.00
Dischg/Charge Current (amps) 16.0/16.0 10.0/10.0 16.0/16.0 16.0/16.0
Initial Voltage Limit (v/c) 	 1.457	 1.414	 1.34	 1.430
GSFC VT Level	 6	 5	 6	 7
Aux Electrode Re- i stor (ohms)	 NA	 47	 47	 47
3. Capacity Checks:** Ampere-hours out to 1.00/.75 volt (cell number).
Pack Number	 12S	 12T	 12U	 12V
Pre-cycling	 23.3(1,4)	 21.4(4)	 22.4(1)	 20.9(2,3,4)
6 Months
	
15.2/21.6(4)	 17.5/19.9(4)	 12.6/20.3(4)	 8.2/15.8(4)
12 Months	 13.6/23.3(3	 14.6(18.2(3)	 11.0/23.6(3)	 9.7/15.5(3)
	
14.2/22.5(4	 11.4/15.0(4)	 9.0/17.5(4)	 9.0/15.5(4)
18 Months
	
13.1/23.3(2)	 11.5!18.4(2)	 11.1/22.5(2)	 7.9/11.9(2)
	
16.3/24.9(3)	 11.9/16.6(3)	 11.1/22.2(3)	 7.9/10.4(3)
	





Pack Number 12S 12T 12U 12V




15.2/24.513) 10.4/15.9(3) 8.7/19.4(4) 7.5/10.7(4)
15.2/23.701) -,.S/12.8(4) 8.7/15.9(4)
?5.5 Months 7.8/9.5(4)













Post-cycling 17.0/18.3(2) 12.3/13.4(2) 7.8/9.1(1) 7.2/9.8(4)
19.8/21.1(4) 11.5/12.7(3) 9.6/10.8(2)
**--Graphs of selected cells are shown in Figures 44	 to	 52.
4. Performance on Cycling: Life-cycles completed/termination mode.***
Pack Number	 Cell	 1 Cell
	
2 Cell	 3 Cell	 4
12S
	
23918/D 23918/D 23918/D 23918/D
12T	 24102/D 24102/D 24102/D 24102/D
12U	 22335/LV 21828/LV 21875/D 18141/D









(1) Packs 12S and 12T: 	 (Fi(,ures 53 and 54) - These packs
completed 49 months of life cycling, without a cell failure, Wore being
discontinued. Pack 12T's EOC vo l tages remained fairly balanced throughout
life, while 12S's voltages were unbalanced. Cycle endpoints at the 30 and
49-month life intervals were as follows:
Pack	 Cycle EOD/EOC	 Cell	 1 Cell	 2 Cell	 3 Cell	 4
12S	 14614 EOD 1.115 1.119 1.120 1.120
14614 EOC 1.469 1.447 1.453 1.458
14615 CX - 30-month life - cell	 4
23918 EOD 1.070 .983 1.028 1.034
23918 EOC 1.505 1.428 1.439 1.453
23919 CX - 49.1-month	 life - pack discontinued
12T	 14637 EOD 1.108 1.116 1.139 1.125
14637 EOC 1.411 1.415 1.414 1.417
14638 CX - 30-month life - cell	 4
24102 EOD 1.022 1.045 1.095 1.048
24102 EOC 1.414 1.413 1.411 1.418






(2) Pack 12U:	 (Figure 55) - Pack 1211 completed 22,373 cycles with
two cell failures (cycles 21,828 and 22,335) due to their EOD voltages being
below .75 volt. One cell was discontinued (cycle 18,141) due to its low EOD
and EOC voltages and another cell was discontinued (cycle 21,875) due to its
EOC voltage (1.489 volts) being much hiyher than the other two cells' voltage
0.435 volts).
(3) Pack 12V: (Figure 56) - Completed 12,394 cycles with three
cell failures (cycles 11,150, 12,333, and 12,366) in which all three cells
shorted, before it was discontinued from test.
(4) Voltage limits were changed at various times (see changes on
Figures 53 to 56) to obtain desired percent recharges and to increase end-of-
discharge voltages.
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VII. Synchronous Orbit Test results
A. Test Assignment
1. The purpose of these tests is to provide information on the
electrical performance characteristics of each manufacturer's version of
the Standard 20 ah cell when subjected to a real time synchronous orbit
test regime.
2. Five cells from each manufacturer were placed into one,
5-cell pack for evaluation at the following conditions:
Depth of Discharge (%)	 60	 Temperature (°C)	 20
Charge Current (amps) 	 2.00	 Float Current (amps)	 .33
Discharge Current (amps) 	 10.00	 Auxiliary Electrode*
Voltage Limit (v/c)	 1.414	 Resistor (ohms)
* - 47 ohms for all packs except for the GE pack which was 300 ohms.
3. A voltage limit type charge control was used throughout these
tests and the limits (v/c) were not changed.
4. Capacity checks on selected cells we-e originally scheduled
each shadow period; but were discontinued as it was felt that these dis-
charges may be causing an unbalance in the packs' EOC voltages.
5. Results of these tests were previously reported in NAVWPNSUPPCEN
Crane Report WQEC/C 81-120A. This report contained the results of the first
9 shadow periods of the GE cells and the first 6 of the other cells.
B. Cell Identification and Type:
Serial Number/Type**
Pack No. Manufacturer Cell	 1 Cell	 2 Cell	 3 Cell	 4 Cell	 5
229C EP 90/A 98/B 94/A 96/A 82/C
229A GE 10/A 35/B 22/A 39/A 60/C
229B SAFT 2653/A 2669/B 2670/A 2676/A 722/C
229D YD 1/A 60/B 3/A 711A 30/C
* - A -- Standard Cell
B -- Standard Cell w/pressure transducer








C. EP 20.0 ah
1. Pack 229C, 5-cells
a. Capacity Checks*: Ampere-hours out to 1.00/.75 volts.
Cell Cell Cell Cell Cell	 ah
1 2 3 4 5	 out
Pre-cycling .190 .473 .318 .139 1.134	 23.9
Shadow 1 26.1/26.1
Shadow 2 27.6/28.0 27.6/27.6
Shadow 3 28.0/28.6 27.6/2.8.0 28.0/28.0
Shadow 4 27.2/27.5 26.8/27.2 27.2/27.5 27.2/27.3
Shadow 5 27.1/27.9 25.7/25.7 26.6/26.6 26.6/27.1 26.6/27.1
Shadow 6 26.4/26.6
Shadow 1 25.0/25.6 25.4/25.4
Shadow 8 23.2/23.6**
Shadow 10 24.7/26.3 25.1/25.9 24.3/25.1 25.1/25.9
Post-cycling 21.7/22.1 22.2/22.6
* - Graphs of these capacity checks are shown in Figures 57 to 66•
** - Cell was discontinued following this capacity check.
b. Test results during the Shadow Periods: (Figures 67 to 80)•
(1) End of Discharge Voltages: The mid-shadow voltage of
cell 1 decreased from 1.206 (shadow 1) to 1.174 volts (shadow 5) before it
was capacity checked, with the largest decrease (19 mv) being from shadow 1
to 2. The reconditioning effect on those cells, which were capacity checked
during the first seven shadow periods, was only slightly noticeable from one
mid-shadow to another. Cell 1's mid-shadow voltage increased 4 m y from
shadow 5, when it received its first capacity check, to shadow 6. The
mid-shadow voltages of the cells, prior to being discontinued in the middle
of shadow 10, ranged from 1.160 (cell 1) to 1.168 volts (cell 5). The
decrease in voltages, the day following the capacity checks, was due to
those cells, which were not checked, being on open-circuit for 24 hours.
(2) Capacity/Reconditioning Effects: The discharge voltages
of those cells, which were capacity checked during the first seven shadow per-
iods, increased 34 to 45 m y the day following these checks with the less
frequently checked cells having the greatest increase. The input, prior to
the first six capacity checks, was always greater than 31 ah, but then steadily
declined to 24.4 ah prior to the last capacity check. This probably accounts
for the cells showing a slight degradation in capacity of approximately 2 ah
to 1.00 and .75 volts when comparing the capacity checks during shadow 5 and
when the cells were discontinued in the middle of shadow 10. The recondition-
ing effect, due to the daily discharges, is obvious from the graphs as the




(3) End of Charge Voltages and Pressures: During the
first six shadows the cells were balanced, 2 to 3 m y difference between
the high and low cells, only during the second half of shadow 2 and the
first 7 days of shadow 3. During shadow 6, there was an 11 my difference
at mid-shadow. During shadows 7 to 10, the cells were only unbalanced
during the first 3 to 12 days at the beginning of each shadow. The mid-
shadow pressure (cell 2) was 21 psia during shadow 1 and ranged from 9 to
13 psia during the other shadows until shadow 8, when it was discontinued
following its capacity check.
(4) Ampere-Hour Input: The mid-shadow input ranged from
39.1 ah (shadow 2), with the peak pack temperature being 27°C, to 24.4 ah
(shadow 10), with the pack temperature not exceeding 20.3°C. The pack's
temperature exceeded 25°C during the first half of shadow 1 and it was
assured, at this time, that the pack's position in the environmental
chamber was receiving the proper air circulation.
c. Gas analysis results of cell 2, which was discontinued following
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D. GE 20.0 ah (Standard Cell)
1. Pack 229A, 5-cells
a.	 Capacity Checks*: Ampere-hours out to 1.00/.75 volts
Cell Cell Cell Cell Cell	 ah
1 2 3 4 5	 out
Pre-cycling 1.021 1.146 .844 .179 1.119	 23.0
Shadow 1 24.2/24.6
Shadow 2 23.7/24.1 21.9/22.3
Shadow 3 21.9/22.6 21.0/21.9 20.6/21.4
Shadow 4 21.1122.0 20.4/20.9 20.0/20.4 20.4/20.9
Shadow 5 20.7121.7 ?0.1/20.7 20.1/20.7 19.7/20.1 20.1/20.7
Shadow 6 20.1/20.9
Shadow 7 19.4/20.2 19.8/20.8
Shadow 8 20.5/21.7 20.2/20.5 20.5/21.7
Shadow 9 20.1/21.3 20.5/21.6 20.1/21.3 20.9/22.2
Shadow 10 20.2122.3 19.8/21.0 20.2121.7 19.8/21.0 20.2121.7
Shadow 13 21.5/23.1 20.7122.7 21.5/23.4 21.1/23.1 21.5/22.1
Post-cycling 22.3122.7 22.3/22.7
* - Graphs of these capacity checks are shown in Figures 81 to 92•
b. Test results during the Shadow Periods: (Figures 93 to 109)•
(1) End of Discharge Voltages: The mid-shadow voltage of
cell 1 decreased from 1.200 (shadow 1) to 1.154 volts (shadow 5) before it was
capacity checked with the largest decrease (30 mv) being from shadow 1 to
shadow 2.	 Its voltage during shadows 6 and 10 was 1.162 and 1.157 volts,
respectively. The reconditioning effect on the voltages of those cells,
which were capacity checked, durinq shadows 1 to 3, was not noticeable from
one mid-shadow to another until shadow 4 when the voltage of these cells
averaged 8 ov higher than the other cells. This average was also 8 my
prior to shadow 10's capacity check. The mid-shadow voltages of the cells,
prior to being discontinued in the middle of shadow 13, ranged from 1.158
(cell 1) to 1.163 (cells 3 and 5). The decrease in voltages, the day fol-
lowing the capacity checks, was due to those cells, which were not checked,
being on open-circuit for 24 hours.
(2) Capacity/Reconditioning Effects: Cell 5, which was
capacity checked each of the first 10 shadow periods, degraded 12 percent
in capacity from shadows 1 to 10; but its voltage degradation resulted in
a 16.5 percent decrease in capacity available to 1.00 volts. The other
cells have shown approximately the same type of results. The average
discharge voltage of those cells, which were capacity checked during
shadow 10, i ncreased 37 m y the day following this check. All the cells
showed an increase in capacity to 1.00 and .75 volts when comparing the
results of shadows 10 and 13, in which there were no capacity checks during
shadows 11 and 12. The reconditioning effect, due to the daily discharges,
is obvious from the graphs as the values for the low ECD volta g es are higher






(3) End of Charge Voltages and Pressure: The mid-shadow
cell voltages remained balan,-ed with a 3 m y difference between the high
and low cells during shadow 1 and 5 m y during shadow 13. The mid-shadow
pressure (cell 2) was 0 psia during the first six shadows, but was 12.5 psia
when the pack was discontinued in the middle of shadow 13.
(4; Ampere-Hour Input: The mid-shadow input was normally
25 to 28 ah with a test temperature ranging from 19.6 to 20.5°C. If this
temperature was 21°C, the pack temperature peaked at 24°C during charge
and the input increased to approximately 30 ah, as it did during shadows 4,
5, and 8.
c. Gas analysis results of cell 2, obtained during its capacity
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E. SAFT 20.0 ah
1. Pack 2296, 5-cells
a. Capacity Checks*: Ampere-h( . • s out to 1.00/.75 volts.
Cell Cell Cell Cell Cell	 ah
1 2 3 4 5	 out




Shadow 2 22.9/23.7 22.5/23.3
Shadow 3 22.4/23.7 22.4/23.5 22.0/23.2
Shadow 4 20.8,122.2 21.2122.3 21.6/22.4 20.4/21.6
Shadow 5 21.0123.2 21.012?.2 21.0/22.6 21.0/23.0 20.6/22.2
Shadow 6 20.3/22.3
Shadow 7 19.3/21.4 19.7/21.3
Shadow 8 19.8!22.2**
Shadow 10 20.5/23.3 21.3/24.6 20.9/24.0 21.3/23.6
Post-cycling 21.6/22.0 21.6/22.4
* - Graphs of these capacity checks are shown in Figures 110 to 119.
** - Cell was discontinued following this capacity check.
b. Test results during the Shadow Periods: (Figures 120 to 133)•
(1) End of Discharge Voltages: The mid-shadow voltage of
cell 1 decreased from 1.169 (shadow 1) to 1.141 volts (shadow 5) before it
was capacity checked, with the largest decrease (12 mv) being from shadow 1
to 2. The reconditioning effect on the voltages of those cells, which were
capacity checked during shadows 1 to 3, was not noticeable from one mid-shadow
to another until shadow 4 when the voltage of these cells averaged 9 m y higher
than the other cells. This average was 11 m y during shadow 5. The mid-shadow
voltages of the cells, prior to being discontinued in the middle of shadow 10,
ranged from 1.140 (cell 1) to 1.148 volts (cell 5). The decrease in voltages,
the day following the capacity checks, is due to those cells, which were not
checked, being on open-circuit for 24 hours.
(2) Capacity/Reconditioning Effects: Cell 5, which was
capacity checked each of the first 7 shadow periods, degraded 10 percent
in capacity from shadows 1 to 7; but its voltage degradation resulted in
a 15 percent decrease in capacity available to 1.00 volts. The discharge
voltages of those cells, which were capacity checked during the first 7
shadows, increased from 27 to 48 m y the day following these checks with
the less frequent checked cells having the greatest increase. There were
only slight differences in results of the capacity checks performed on
all the cells during shadow 5 compared with those obtained when the pack
was discontinued in the middle of shadow 10. The reconditioning effect,
due to the daily discharges, is obvious from the graphs as the values for






(3) End of Charge Voltages and Pressures: The mid-shadow
cell voltages remaired balanced with a 2 to 4 my difference between the high
and low cells. The cells were unbalanced at the start of shadows 2, and 4
through 10 for about 6 days. This unbalance corresponds to the unbalance in
the voltages at the end of the sun periods prior to these shadows. The mid-
shadow pressure (cell 2) was 36 psia during shadow 1, decreased to 11 psia
the next shadow, and was 10 psia during shadow 8 when it was discontinued
following its capacity check.
(4) Ampere-Hour Input:
20.6 (shadow 1) to 30.8 ah (shadow 5) an
prior to being discontinued (shadow 10).
erature was 24°C at EOC although it had
with the test temperature being 20.5°C.
was 19.2°C and the pack's EOC temperatur
24.5°C. Pack temperatures during shadow
shadow 6 with the same test temperature.
The mid-shadow input increased from
d then steadily declined to 23.2 ah
During shadow 5, the pack's temp-
peaked at 25.6°C during this charge
During shadow 6 the test temperature
e was 23.2°C and it had peaked at
10 were 3°C lower than those of
c. Gas analysis results of cell 2, obtained during its capacity
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F. YD 20.0 ah
1. Pack ?29D, 5-cells
a. Capacity Checks*: Ampere-hours out to 1.00/. ^ volts.
Cell	 Cell	 Cell	 Cell	 Cell	 ah
1	 2,	 3	 4	 5	 out


































* - Graphs of these capacity checks are shown in Figures 134 to 142.
** - Cell 5 shorted during charge following shadow 4's capacity check (day 567).
b. Test results during the Shadow Periods: (Figures 143 to 156).
(1) End of Discharge Voltages: The mid-shadow voltage of
cell 1 decreased from 1.178 (shadow 1) to 1.142 volts (shadow 5) hefore it
was capacity checked, with the largest decrease (22 mv) being from shadow
1 to 2. The reconditioning effect on the voltages of those cells, which
were capacity checked, during shadows 1 and 2, were not noticeable from
,)ne mid-shadow to another until shadow 3 when the voltage of these cells
averaged 6 m y higher tnan the other cells. This average was 13 m y during
shadow 5. The mid-shadow voltage of cell 5, which received a capacity Occk
each shadow until it shorted following shadow 4's capacity check, had averaged
1.156 volts from shadow 2 to 4. The mid-shadow voltages of the cells, prior
to being discontinued in the middle of shadow 10, ranged from 1.150 (cell i)
to 1.156 (cell 2). The decrease in voltages, the day following the capacity
checks, is due to those cells, which were not checked, being an open-circuit
for 2.4 hours.
(2) Capacity/Reconditioning Effects: The capacity of cell 5
had increased from 24.14 ah (shadow 1) to 24.7b ah (shadow 4) before it shorted;
but its voltage degradation had resulted in a 15.4 percent decrease in capacity
available to 1.10 volts and a 4.5 percent decrease to 1.00 volts with the
largest percent decreases occurring between shadows 1 and 2. All the cells
showed an increase in capacity to 1.00 and .75 volts when comparing th,
results obtained during shadow 5 with those obtained when the pack was






(3) End of Charge Voltages and Pressures: Minimum unbalance
( I to 5 mv) occurred the first 5 days of shadow 1 and the first half of shadow
5. Maximum unbalance (12 to 16 mv) occurred during the first 4 shadows with
cell 5 having the lowest voltage and cell 4 the highest. After cell 5 shorted,
cell 1 became the low cell while cell 4 remained the high. Prior to being
discontinued, there was an 5 m y difference between the high and tow cells at
mid-shadow. The mid-shadow pressure (cell 2) increased from 7 psia (shadow 1)
to 17 psia (shadow 10).
(4) Ampere-Hour Input: The mid-shadow input ranged from
33.8 ah (shadow 5), with the peak pack temperature being 25.4°C, to 23.3 ah
(shadow 10), with the pack temperature not exceeding 20.3%. Maximum input
followed the capacity check of shadow 5, in which all the cells were checked.
The pack's temperature exceeded 25% during the second half of shadow 1 and
it was assured, at this time, that the pack's position in the environmental
chamber was receiving the proper air circulation.
c. Gas analysis results of cell 2, obtained during its capacity
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VIII. General Performance Test Results
A. Test Assignment
1. The purpose of these tests is to provide information on the
performance characteristics of each manufacturer's version of the Standard
20 ah cell when subjected to various electrical and environmental conditions.
2. Three cells from each manufacturer were placed into one,
12-cell pack (12Z), in which each cell was individually restrained.
B. Cell Identification and Type
Serial rlumbc-r/Type*
Manufacturer	 Cell 1	 Cell 2	 Cell 3
EP	 75/D	 97/B	 100/B
GE	 33/A	 40/A	 38/A
SAFT	 2685/6	 2673/A	 719/C
YD	 8/A	 12/A	 21/C
* - A -- Standard Cell
B -- Standard Cell w/pressure tr sducer
C -- Standard Cell w/signal electrode
D -- Standard Cell w/pressure transducer and signal electrode





C. Test Conditions and Procedure
1. these tests were performed, in which ail charging and discharging
was by constant current. The charges were to an input of 100 percent of the
manufacturer's rated capacity (20 ah) and the discharges were to .75 volts each
cell. There was a 15-minute open circuit stand period between each charge and
discharge and the cells were shunted with .5-ohm resistors for a minimum of
16 hours following each discharge
	 The tests and test temperatures were as
follows:
(1) Baseline Capacity #1 - Charge, C/10, 24 hours, 20"C
followed by a C/2 discharge.
(2) Effect of Charge Rate on Cell Performance - Charge and
discharge voltage characteristics at the C/40, C/20, C/10, C/5, C/2, C/l,
and 2C charge rates at 40", 20", 0 	 arid -20"C. Discharges were at the C/2
rate.
(3) Baseline Capacity #2 - Charge, C/10, 24 hours, 20"C
followed by a C/2 discharge.
(4) Effect of Discharge Rate on Cell Performance - Charge
and discharge voltage characteristics at the C/40, C/2C, C/10, C/5, C/2,
C/l, and 2C discharge rates at 40", 20°, and 0"C. Charges were at the C/2
rate.
(5) Baseline Capacity #3 - Charge, C/10, 24 hours, 20"C
followed by a C/2 discharge.
(6) Effe-t of Overcharge on Cell Performance - Overcharge
characteristics at the C/40, C/20, C/10, C/5, C/1, and 2C charge rates at




D. baseline Capacity Test Results
1. The average results of the baseline capacity tests, numbers 1,
2, and 3, perforrrred as scheduled in the test procedure were as follows:
Baseline i-1	 Baseline #2	 Easeline #3
Manufacturer	 EOC	 AHo	 EOC	 AHo	 EOC	 AHo
E p	1.465	 26.2	 1.485	 23.4	 1.482	 23.6
GE	 1.460	 25.2	 1.470	 26.0	 1.473	 26.6
SAFT	 1.477	 24.5	 1.473	 24.5	 1.474	 24.3
YD	 1.480	 26.0	 1.485	 23.4	 1.484	 25.5
E. Effect of Charge Rate on Cell Performance
1. General observations indicated that:	 (1) A charge rate of
less than C/5 at 40°C is very inefficient, (2) A charge rate of C/'0 is
74".. efficient at 20°C while a C/l rate would produce high cell voyages
without using a voltage limit type charge control, (3) A C/10 charge is
most efficient at 0°C; but would only be meaningful for use on a synchronous
type orbit due to the length of recharge time that would be needed, and
(4) Operation at -20°C is not recoirmendPd using any charge rate due to
inefficiency at the low rate (C/40) and high cell voltages at the other
rates. The pressure in the EP cells went above 300 PSIA at the C/1 rate.
2. Due to the results obtained during these tests, it was
decided to use a charge rate of C/2 for all cells during those tests to
determine the effects of variable discharge rates. Also, these cells
would not be subjected to further testing at -20°C.
3. Overall, the C/2 charge rate was found to be the most efficient
at the various temperatures. Figures 157 to 160 show a summary of the capacities
delivered following each of the seven charge rates at each temperature.
4. Voltage characteristics of each charge rate followed by a
C/2 discharge for each temperature are shown in Figures 161 to 176. A
summary of the average EOC voltages at each of the seven charge rates and
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WOEC /C 2'3 -133
F. Effect of Discharge Rate on Cell Performance
1. General observations show, as expected, that minimum capacity
is obtained at the higher discharge rates of C/1 and 2C, while maximum
capacities are obtained at discharge rates of C/20 and C/10. It was noted
that these capacities, delivered at the 2C rate, did increase as the test
temperature decreased from 40°C to 0°C except for the YD cells, which
exhibited a significant loss of 16%.
2. Maximum percent capacity was obtained, at all three test
temperatures, when discharging at the C/20 rate except at 40% when the
C/10 rate resulted in maximum capacity for the EP and GE cells. Figures 177
to 180 show a summary of the capacities delivered at each of the seven
discharge rates at each temperature.
3. Voltage characteristics of each discharge rate preceeded by
a C/2 charge for each temperature are shown in Figures 181 to 192. A summary
of the average EOC voltages and percentage of rated capacity delivered at
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1. These tests were performed at 40", 20", and O"C in which
one cell from each manufacturer was tested at each temperature. Those
cells tested at the various temperatures were as follows:
Manufacturer and Cell Serial dumber
Temperature°C^ EP GE SAFT YD
40 97 40 2673 12
20 75 33 719 21
0 100 38 26 f15 0
2. Each cell was tested separately in which it was charged at
the C/10 rate for 16 hours at the temperature, and then the charge was con-
tinued at the C/40, C120, C/10, C/5, C/2, C/l, and 2C rates until voltage
stabilization at each rate.	 Stabilization was dek-?rmined to be obtained if
the cell voltage did riot increase .01 volts for three consecutive hours or
decrease .05 volts from its maximum value. The test was terminated if stab-
ilization was not obtained at a given rate. The following contains the
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IX.	 Vibration le git Result',
A. i(_%t A`,signmvnt
1.	 To VVal(1, lte two 20 ampere-hour, nickel-cadmi(Jill cell' froul 1'ac:h
Of four • 1'411110,K 	 (G('neral E Iectric Company, SA1 - 1 Aticric,,, In(. , I x(11 1 --
i'il fler 111J[r,tri(' ., ,Ind Y,Irdn(^y f=l( c tric i)ivi`,iorl) for- phy"i(.11 110'ect , 	 Inl1
Dal (lual ity during vihr',It ion te-,tinq	 Th(",e t("t% were d('',ignl- 1 'o	 tI^t, I I it I,
th('ll
	 (.al , il11111t'.	 t0 WittI , ,taIId Var'lOu', ',rrl(1',oida1	 and r'a 11 dnl'	 vlbl'(it lorl	 II'JI'i`
,i . r'I,,V be e.q1('I I('n( I'd by a	 i I ight	 hat f v W y	 in a •,11,1(.0( r .II t .	 Th(' IcVeI	 if
vi: )r'atiorl 1
.
c1th0r th ' Irl thos0 (It (IO (1'', j 'Iere tho':0 re(nnnn( . iided by o GIA	 t'irlt'
II'dIlCe 1'('V ;,('w (,olllllll tte(' alld wer(' hall d on teat r'e` ' Ul t`, (onto l'. I ntl ( .. I I', (1(
tlli -, ' i:t' mid wei(1ht.	 Padiogra{ohs wer0 taken of e,lch cell hef(nr testin(i
hey.(n ,Ind l ollowinq each phas0 of the vibration to%tinq.
Re , 'ults of these te,t`, were nreviou',ly reported ill ,, '1AVWP%cJ1'PCf1;
I:ran(' letter JUH: ,a0 of 7 April 19;,3 which contained the variou-, ',inu',nidr(1 ar111
rat Id oil I ( harts, the physi ca l an,rl ysi ; photograph', and the 0011 radiogram ',.
B. Cell Identification aria Description:
I. The cells were identified by each manufacturer as follow;:
Manufacturer	 Model/Catalog No.	 Part, No.
	
Serial No.
Eagle-Pich p r RSN 20-3 17
RSN 20-3 56
General	 Electric 42BO24AB06-Gl 33
42B024AB07-6'* 55
SAFT America V020HS 805129C 2520
V020HSAD* 805136E 703
Yardney Electric YNC 20-2* 14178 11
YNC 20-2* 14178 18
* - Cells with auxiliary electrode
2. The cell containers and covers are made of 304L stainless steel.
The positive and negative terminals are insulated from the cell cover by
ceramic seals and protrude through the cover as solder-type terminals.
3. The external auxiliary electrode tabs were connected to the cell
header except for Yardney's cells in which the Lab was connected to the
fill port (this arrangement is not the standard design). The tab on Yardney




Test Preparation and R(­,ult^,:
	1.	 fach cell had radiograph, taken before testing was initiated.
It was noticed that one (A the Y,irdney cell'. , S/'; 1i,, neg ' c t i ve comb w&,
tilted and riot parallel with the positive comb. 	 All radiographs taken
were sent to the Goddard Space 11iqht Center.
The cell, were charged at the c/10 rate for 12 hours. The
auxiliary electrode voltage of the Yar • dney cell, S/N 1^', read zero Volt,
throughout its charge.
3. Each cell was inspected for phy%ic,rl defect ,  and leakane. A
small dent, Yardney cell S/N 18, was located along the narrow edge of the
cell, approximately 1/4 distance from the bottom. this dent occurred during
shipment from GSf C to Crane.
D. Test Requirements and Results:
Sinusoidal Vibration Test
(1) Each cell was individually mounted in a rigid test fixture
attached to the table of an Unholtz-Dicky Amplifier, Model MA 260/?00,
Excitor Model T 1000W, vibrator.
	
The amplitude or acceleration was monitored,
usinq a Endeco u 2213 acc(lerometer, on the test fixture near the r,ount.ina
points.
(2) Each cell was Subjected to sinusoidal vibration at a swee(,
rate of two octaves per minute with one exposure. the vibration was I PI) lied
successively to the Z, X, and Y axes (figure 193) as specified in the folio inq
schedule:
SINUSOIDAL SWEEP SCHEDULE
AT 2 OCTAVES PER MINUTE
f re(Luency Ranee_ Oz_) 	 Level






60 q (7 axis only)*
350-?000	 9 q (X and Y axes only)
* - This requirem.nt appeared in the 74-15000 NiCd Cell
Specifica l"on. However, it was subsequently reduced to the 9 q level
followir.j	 view of the Standard Battery test results at McDonnell Douglas.
(3) During the applied vibration, the cells were discharged at
the c/2 rate. The discharge current, cell, and auxiliary electrode voltage
were monitored for evidence of cell malfunction during the applied vibration.
After this test, the cells were visually examined for evidence of mechanical




( 4 ) ihere was no damage observed durinq the 5-35 1 i (1/2" dia.)
and 11)-350 Hz (30 (1) run e,.	 Physical damage wo,, observed on all tho cells
followinq ^Jnu v .oidal vii„-ation at 35-'000 (00 (1) in the / axi(,.	 It wa,,
observed that the narrow ides of the cell case, had hecome convex. Also,
the cell header' on the Yardney cell, S/N 18, be(Lar Ie concave.
(5) k.cdiuoraph•, of the Y,rrdney (t-11, S/t; 18, "hawed that the
t i 1 t inq of i is negat ive comb was more than i t via , , prior to testing.
R ki ndof , i Vibration Ie-,t
(1) Inch cell wa ,, subjected to gaussi(in random vibration applied
to each axi', for
	
minutes with the "g-peaks” clipped at three time, the
root - mean - square act eIcratlor) a', specified ir. the `.Chf^duIc. 	 The vibration
was ap111ed `,ucct-,`Jvt-ly to tilt' I, X, and Y axes. 	 With a cell installed,
the control oe-celerometer response was equalized with a Spectro-Dynamics
11109 Automatic Randoiu i)iclital Control S .ystei , i such that the specified power
Spectral density (PW) value, were within + 3 dh throughout the frequency
band.




0. 7 q • /Hz
F, db/nct incr
t . 0 q ? / Hz
-9 db/oct deer to
0. 5 g2/Hz







(;') Uurinq the appli,-!d vibration, the cells were discharged at.
the c/2 rate.	 The discharge current, cell, and auxiliary electrode voltage
WON, ruinitored for videnc.e of cell malfunction during the applied vibration.
After this test, the cell, were visually exavined for evidence of mechanical
damage and the cells were again radiographed.
(3) There wa-, no evidence of damage or malfunction of the cells
due to the random vibration test.
F.	 Physical Analysis:
1.	 Following a leak test, which indicated no leaks, one cell of
each manu`acturer's type was opened to inspect for effects of vibration.




Eagle-Tither, cell S/Il 17 -- tabs it comb area were slightly
crunched together indicating minor
plate stack movemnt .
Gener,rl Electric, cell S/tl 55 -- rio damage.
"Af I America, (.el 1 ',/'1 703 -- no ddmage.
Y,i r 1nc ,,	 I	 ,/',	 - au),.i 1 j ry eIvctrode connection to header-
wa`, not connected and looked 1,Ee a re,,ult.
of hart welding durinq f on0ruction.	 lv:o
po".tive plates h 'id orids vi`,ible at bottan
corner`,; but thi`, wa v, not due to the effect.
of vibration.
(rII cnriponr`nt of the opened cells and Lne other vibration
cell`,, eXcIudiriq the General Electric ce11, were sent to the Goddard Space








JF. FU G '., r . ,	 Y
X DIRECTION I ?EFERS TO STANDARD f,ATTE-RY LATERAL DIitECTION
Y DIRLCTION DEFERS TO ST P NDVID 1;ATTEf;Y'-.'^:RTICAL DIRECTION
Z DIRECTION IIEFERS T F. -i AN' DA!W 3J,.T7	 Lv" GITUDINAL 7113LCTION







A	 The following table contains the gas analysis results on various
selected cells which were life tested on a LEO or SYNC type test regime.
Test requirement was to discharge the cell at its cycle rate to -1.50 volt:
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